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Chapter 1 : Linguist List - Reviews Available for the Book
Lexical Template Morphology 3. The Figure/Ground schema and the Indo-European case system. 4. The non-locational
prefixes and the hidden Ground.

Can store non-XML schema-based tables? This means that the instance documents must conform to the
underlying XML schema. Storage and retrieval speed It allows for higher rates of ingestion and retrieval, as it
avoids the overhead associated with parsing and recomposition during storage and retrieval operations. Results
in a slight overhead during ingestion and retrieval operations in that the document has to be shredded during
ingestion and re-constituted prior to retrieval. This re-writing of XMLType operations into object-relational
SQL statements results in significant performance improvements compared with performing the same
operations against XML documents stored using unstructured storage. Can easily process varied content?
Allows for a great deal of flexibility in the documents being processed making it an appropriate choice when
the XML documents contain highly variable content. Leverages the object-relational capabilities of the
Oracle9i database. Do the XML documents need parsing? As other parts of the document are required the
appropriate node trees are dynamically loaded into the DOM. Strategy to discard nodes in the DOM that have
not been accessed recently. Update processing When stored, any update operations on the document will result
in the entire CLOB being re-written. Can update individual elements, attributes, or nodes in an XML
document without rewriting the entire document. By tuning the way in which collections are managed,
indexes can be created on any element or attribute in the document, including elements or attributes that
appear with collections. Space needed Can be large. This can significantly reduce the storage space required.
Data integrity -- Makes it possible to use a set of database integrity constraints that allow the contents of an
XML document to be validated against information held elsewhere in the database. You can control how
collections are managed, define tablespace usage, and partitioning of table or tables used to store and manage
the SQL objects. By abstracting the storage model through the use of the XMLType datatype, and providing a
set of operators that use XPath to perform operations against XML documents, Oracle XML DB makes it
possible for you to switch between structured and unstructured storage, and to experiment with different forms
of structured storage without affecting the application. The problem with maintaining DOM integrity is that an
XML document can contain a lot of information in addition to the data contained in element and attribute
values. Some of this information is explicitly provided, using Comments and Processing Instructions. Other
information can be implicitly provided, such as: Ordering of the elements in a collection Ordering of child
elements within the parent Relative position of Comments and Processing Instructions One of the common
problems application developers face when using a traditional relational model to manage the contents of
XML documents is how to preserve this information. Table DOM Fidelity: Unstructured and Structured
Storage DOM Fidelity with Unstructured Storage DOM Fidelity with Structured Storage Relational systems
do not provide any implicit ordering, nor do they provide the flexibility to make it easy to preserve out of band
data such as comments and processing instructions. When an XML Document is shredded and stored using
structured storage techniques, the Comments, Processing Instructions, and any ordering information implicit
in the source document is preserved as part of the SQL objects that are created when the document is
shredded. When the document is retrieved this information is incorporated back into the generated XML
document. Elements can be either of the following: The definition of the SQL object mirrors the definition of
the complexType. Each child element and attribute defined by the complexType maps to an attribute of the
SQL object type. If the child element is a simpleType or attribute, based on one of the scalar datatypes defined
by the W3C XML Schema recommendation, then the datatype of the corresponding SQL attribute will be the
appropriate primitive SQL data type. In the preceding example, xdb: SQLName annotation can be used to
override the default algorithm and supply explicit names for these items. If required, the xdb: SQLType
annotation can be used to override this default mapping: Example Using xdb: Storing complexType
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Collections One issue you must consider when selecting structured storage, is what techniques to use to
manage Collections. Different approaches are available and each approach offers different benefits. Generally,
you can handle Collections in five ways: If a complexType is defined with xdb: If no other information is
given for a complexType which occurs more than once, the members of the collection are stored as a set of
serialized objects in-line as part of the SQL object for the parent element. The members of the collection are
stored in a nested object table. The parent row contains a unique setid set identifier value which is used to
associate with the corresponding nested table rows. The members of the collection are stored as a separate
XMLType table. Each member of the collection is stored as a row in the table. The Parent SQL object contains
an array of refs which point to the rows in the child table which belong to this parent. All data is XMLType.
An link table is created which cross references which member in the child table are linked to which members
of the parent. All data is visible as XMLTypes. Possible to link from the child back to the parent. Data
Integrity and Constraint Checking In addition to schema-validation, structured storage makes it possible to
introduce traditional relational constraints on to XMLType columns and Tables. With database integrity
checking you can perform instance validation beyond what is achievable with XML Schema-based validation.
With database integrity checking you can enforce other kinds of validation, such as enforcing the uniqueness
of a element or attribute across a collection of documents, or validating the value of a element or attribute
against information stored elsewhere in the database. In Oracle9i Release 2 9.
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Chapter 2 : Handbook of Word-Formation - Google Books
Get this from a library! Lexical template morphology: change of state and the verbal prefixes in German. [B Roger
Maylor] -- While there have been many attempts in the literature to account for the semantics and syntax of individual
German(ic) prefixes, this is the first time that the prefixes have been analysed in a.

Every time I turn around, I hear about a new acronymn that is supposed to somehow fit into the so-called next
generation of communication. The number of acronymns and concepts related to web services can seem
diabolical to the novice. In the past few years, I have dealt with boatloads of web services, and I have found
the methods involved vary. In other words, no set web services methodology exists. Countless specifications
claim to prepare us for the next must-have revision, but they are useful only if my business partners choose to
adopt them. I learned every new web service-related technology as it came out, and I tried to find a need that
fit the solution in front of me. In the beginning, HTTP gained widespread acceptance as a standard for the
client to communicate with the server, and programmers realized that they could piggyback other
communication methodologies to facilitate B2B communication. But what should businesses pass to each
other? That would be too messy and not relational enough for complex data sets. Should they use existing
fixed-length textual format standards such as EDI X. XML Labels Data XML is simply a way to label and
hold transmitted data so that the receiving party can adequately parse it for the content within. The main
difference between the two is how they are stored in memory. However, the RPG data structure content is
relatively positioned and fixed-width Figure 3 â€” the data doesnot describe itself outside of the RPG
language. Now for some issues: How do we know which date format to expect in the due attribute field?
Business partners need to ask each other questions and discover details about how to format and organize
passed data. That said, many implementations of DTDs still exist, and you should learn their syntax. However,
for all future development, I recommend you use XSDs to ensure your web services work with the latest web
service developments. Wow, that is a lot of text, considering that this is an elementary structure with very few
elements and attributes. However, even if you use the visual tooling, you can benefit from knowing how XSDs
work from the ground up â€” roll up your sleeves, here we go. The main difference is that complexType
allows you to define child XML elements and attributes, whereas simpleType does not. Once you get down to
a simpleType element, notice that the primitive data type is declared e. The minOccurs and maxOccurs
attributes require an element to exist or state how many times it can be repeated. When developing XSDs, you
may wonder when to use attributes and when to use elements. I came to that conclusion by thinking of a DB2
record in a physical file. Each record has attributes e. An order header record has fields e. Consistency is more
important than anything else. Develop a standard in your organization and follow it. As XML progresses as
the de facto standard for data transmission, element-naming conflicts will become inevitable when you bring
two business-defined XML documents into a single file. Additionally, when your own standards change, you
may need to support old versions along with the new. Namespaces were added to XML to address these
concerns. Namespaces will become more useful as XML acceptance grows and companies start rewriting first
rounds of web service implementations. Namespaces work much like the prefix keyword in RPG programs for
redefining fields for a file on the F-spec. Figure 7 shows two physical files that have some same-named fields
i. You can address this problem with the prefix keyword Figure 8. To qualify XML elements in a document,
specify the xmlns attribute Figure 9. The syntax for specifying namespaces is xmlns: If you have only one
namespace in a document, you can omit all xmlns declarations. If I have two or more namespaces, I usually
pick as the default the one with the most elements to be used. I save more bits and bytes by not having to
qualify the majority of the elements. SOAP is often perceived as complicated because of its obscurity â€” one
possible reason for the fact that most implementations use a very small portion of the specification. Rather,
SOAP was meant to be under-the-covers technology. Remember, SOAP is nothing more than text. We added
a SOAP envelope and body to facilitate purist web services. We can now compose the RPG program
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necessary to create this web service on our System i. Once the programming is complete, we need a way to
relay the details of how to make use of our web service. For this task, we need WDSL. If you are the one
creating the web service, you create a WSDL file that other programmers use when they develop code on their
end to consume your web service. WSDL files are not used at runtime. In concept, WSDL files are beautiful
things: They free you from having to verbally describe the web service to a trading partner. Your trading
partner can simply point a browser to a WSDL on your server and know every technical aspect about how to
use your web service. We have to look elsewhere in the WSDL document to find how the data types in the
message attribute are defined, as we need to look elsewhere in our program to see how the structure specified
in likeds is defined. They both define the name and data type of information passed into and out of the
interfaces. Notice the port element and associated binding attribute. The type attribute in the binding tag
contains the name of the previously defined portType i. There are two operation tags named the same as the
operations defined in the portType tag â€” this is where the defining of the envelope i. Figure 17 shows the
four portions of the WSDL we discussed. When the process is completed, you can access the request and
response XML documents â€” helpful when debugging or trying to determine what exactly is being sent
across the wire. In this case, SOAP is not involved. UDDI servers were initially meant to serve the public
sector. Companies could post descriptions and prices for their web services on central servers both IBM and
Microsoft hosted public servers. The boon of web services in the early part of the century died off and UDDI
died with it, at least in the public sector. Today, UDDI is used mostly on intranets, which is unfortunate
considering the number of big-name companies â€” like UPS and Google â€” that now offer public web
services. Where Do I Start? Web services will take time to grow on you, so here is the approach I recommend.
Be mindful of all these technologies so you can plan for the future, but test them incrementally. After you are
comfortable with the first approach, determine what you want to pass for data and create an XSD with WDSc.
Another approach is to head on over to www. It will start with you from ground zero in describing web
services and also how to offer and consume web services using RPG.
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Chapter 3 : SOAP, WSDL, XML, XSD, What!?!? - Krengel Technology
Start studying OMNI Part Number Prefixes. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study
tools.

Fri, 09 Aug Pius ten Hacken Subject: Maylor Lexical Template Morphology: Roger Lexical Template
Morphology: Change of State and the Verbal Prefixes in German. On the theoretical side, a new system called
template morphology is presented, based on the notions of Figure and Ground as developed by Talmy The
general argument is that lexical template morphology offers a convincing account of these prefixes. The
introduction 7 pages briefly presents the phenomenon of verbal prefixation in German, delimiting it from
separable verbs, a construction corresponding to phrasal verbs in English, which involves particles rather than
prefixes. Chapter 1 30 pages gives an overview of a number of earlier treatments of prefixed verbs in
Germanic languages, briefly explaining to what extent traditional descriptions and earlier accounts in
generative linguistics offer insights into the phenomenon. Chapter 2 46 pages analyses the German prefix "be"
and introduces the basics of lexical template morphology. The prefix "be" alternates with a specific class of
prepositions, reminiscent of applicative morphemes in languages such as Ainu and Chichewa. In order to
account for them, a new concept of "template" is introduced. Templates are at a separate level between syntax
and the lexicon, specifying the relationship between Figure and Ground. They represent a kind of reverse
subcategorization, in which the arguments select a predicate. In its initial form presented here, this feature has
three independent binary parameters: The prefix "be" and the corresponding prepositions can be characterized
in terms of two parameter settings. In a template, the SCS feature is combined with Figure and Ground
arguments, and, where applicable, verb slots and other arguments. The SCS feature can be realized by a
preposition or, after adjunction to the verb, as a prefix. Adjunction to the verb makes the Ground argument
into a direct object, which requires the Figure to be either realized with a preposition or incorporated into the
verb. Incorporation is only possible with a phonologically empty verb, e. Compared to applicative morphemes
in Ainu, German "be" is more restricted in its distribution. This restriction can be expressed in terms of the
mechanisms developed so far. This correlation, developed by the comparison of Latin, Russian, and German
case systems, is used in explaining the behaviour of the German prefix "ent" and the case assignment
behaviour of adjectives. In chapter 4 52 pages , the descriptive mechanism is extended so as to include a
number of other prefixes. Templates with 0L have a hidden Ground, often realized as an earlier state of the
Figure. A new value for the change of state is introduced for multiple directions, contrasting e. With these
extensions, the German prefixes "ver", "er", "zer", "ent", and "ge" are covered. A further extension is proposed
in order to cover so-called secondary prefixes, prepositions appearing as non-separable prefixes, e. Chapter 5
37 pages deals with deadjectival verbs. The incorporation analysis adopted for "bereifen" is extended to
examples such as "enrich". Incorporation is distinct from conversion because they involve different levels of
head, -1 and 0 respectively. The SCS feature can be realized not only as a preposition or a prefix, but also as
the feature comparative for adjectives. Chapter 6 22 pages discusses the dative alternation "give a book to
John" vs. In chapter 7 23 pages , the focus switches to English, in particular to the loss of prefixes in the
history of English. The change is expressed in terms of a system of parameters based on Roberts , combined
with the system of template morphology introduced in earlier chapters. In the one-page postscript, the
properties of the SCS feature and the main achievements of lexical template morphology are summarized. Yet,
in its present form, the book is not fully convincing. The reasons can be divided into three types. First of all
there are some places where arguments seem rather weak. Then, at several points, the author should have
taken more care in presenting the theory. Finally, the series editor or publisher could have improved a few
points. I will give a few examples of each type. An example of less than optimal argumentation is the
discussion of Russian oblique case complements. When it is difficult to recognize one of the arguments as the
Figure and the other one as the Ground, this does not give rise to a critical view of these notions, but only to
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the remark that "the grammar imposes the requirement that the Figure and the Ground arguments are
identified. If it is unclear which argument is which, an arbitrary choice must be made. Obviously, when a
carpet gets paler, this by no means implies that it was already pale to start with. There are a number of ways in
which the author, without changing his line of argumentation, could have improved the presentation of his
theory. First, a clear explanation of basic concepts such as Figure and Ground, preferably accompanied by
operational tests, could have made the whole presentation much more convincing. In the present form, basic
concepts and feature values appeal crucially to intuitions. Inconsistencies such as the association of the prefix
"dis" with three different SCS features p. A second way of making the presentation more convincing would be
to take competing theories more seriously. As it stands, chapter 1 seems no more than a ritual exercise
rehearsing some prejudices against earlier approaches. In particular with respect to the theory of Conceptual
Structure as developed by Jackendoff , which is a potential competitor when it comes to explaining
prefixation, one gets the impression that the author dismisses the approach rather haphazardly. A related point
is the lack of a systematic description of how the templates fit in with the theory. A third point which is
especially disturbing to speakers of German and Dutch is the quality of the examples from these languages.
Numerous judgements and statements made are debatable or plainly false. To give just two examples, 14b on
p. The preposition "zu" is not possible in such sentences in German. Finally there are some purely editorial
points. The first concerns the text structure and the integration of sections and chapters. One sometimes gets
the impression that sections have been shifted around, added or removed. Thus in chapter 1, section 3. In
chapter 7, the reader is suddenly confronted with the phrase "The subject of the present paper" p. Secondly,
the list of references was not produced very carefully. Thus, "Santorini " p. More serious is the error which
makes the reference for Mulder unretrievable and the fact that the reference for van Riemsdijk is given only as
a manuscript, because these two are discussed in some detail in the text. As I do not know the distribution of
tasks between the author, the series editor, and the publisher, I do not want to blame anyone in particular, but
the book would have been better with these points taken care of. All in all, these deficiencies make the task of
understanding and appreciating the theory developed by the author a difficult one. It is not always clear
whether and for which data SCS gives just the right degree of granularity, but at least for the "be" prefix in
chapter 2 it seems highly promising. I would certainly be interested in reading an elaboration in which some of
the presentational problems noted above have been ironed out. In its present form the book requires a high
degree of expertise and tolerance on the part of the reader. Pesetsky, David , "Zero Syntax: Experiencers and
Cascades", Cambridge Mass. Stanford University Press, 4: His research specializations include morphology,
computational linguistics, and the philosophy and history of linguistics.
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Chapter 4 : Lexical Template Morphology: Change of state and the verbal prefixes in German | B. Roger M
Where in most languages the verbal element in these constructions can be characterized as pertaining to aspects of
disposition or posture of Figure or Ground, or to the topological relation between Figure and Ground, in Tidore the verbal
element is one of a set of "locational" verbs.

Human Cognitive Processing The publication of this volume had to overcome many obstacles from
manuscript to finished product. When John Benjamins accepted Eugene H. Sadly, he passed away in early ,
before finishing the last revisions and editorial changes to the manuscript. As a result, the task of preparing the
manuscript for publication had to be taken on by the series editors of Human Cognitive Processing,
Klaus-Uwe Panther and Linda L. It was completed in Thornburg explains the path from acceptance of the
manuscript to publication. They pay particular attention to editorial choices made after [End Page ] the author
had passed away. Most notably, they included two maps of Cora territory in the first chapter, and switched the
order of the first two chapters, so that background information on Cora precedes theoretical prerequisites.
They also decided to leave out the concluding chapter because of its repetitive and inconclusive nature. She
also acknowledges her own contribution to the finished volume in checking all Cora data. Langacker, provides
an "Introduction" pp. Cora is a Southern Uto-Aztecan language spoken as several distinct dialects by about
fifteen thousand people in northeastern Nayarit, Mexico. It provides a detailed analysis of semantic and
conceptual relations between space and time based on original long-term fieldwork. Chapter 1, "The Cora
People and Their Language," provides detailed background on different Cora dialects and their geographical
location. It also includes an appendix on the historical development of the Cora people from the early
Uto-Aztecan period through tumultuous colonial times until the present day. In chapter 2, "Theoretical
Prerequisites" are laid out. The chapter begins with detailed accounts of aspects of cognitive grammar, mainly
based on Langacker Particular attention is paid to semantic domains and figure and ground relations. The rest
of the chapter justifies the use of grammaticalization in the framework for an analysis of Cora, drawing mainly
on Croft , Hopper and Traugott , Traugott and Heine , and Heine and Reh The chapter thus aims to be a
literature review of the current state of the art in the fields of cognitive grammar and grammaticalization
theory as they are applicable to Cora. This goal is not entirely met, as the literature reviewed represents a
narrow segment of work in cognitive grammar and omits some current publications. The following two
chapters examine the historical roots of the system of locational and directional verbal prefixes and prefix
sequences. In chapter 3, "The Inventory of Cora and Huichol Locative Prefixes," the author compares Cora
locative-directional prefixes with those of Huichol, a closely related Uto-Aztecan language, in terms of their
historical relationships and functional equivalences. The languages are typologically unique among
Uto-Aztecan "for the extent to which locational
Chapter 5 : Using Oracle XML DB
The mapping between the prefixes and schemas is maintained in schema_version_registry. Understanding the Service
Table Schema The Service Table schema is a special schema that is installed automatically whenever RCU is run.

Chapter 6 : Understanding Repository Creation Utility
Please make sure that the targetNamespace-uri and the namespace-uri declared with prefix tns are the same: Currently:
xmlns:tns="calendrierdelascience.com
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